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Abstract
This article analyzes the nature of the fiscal rule in Brazil, over the period from January 2005
to July 2012, using a VEC model. The initial findings identify a (weak) fiscal rule, as nominal
deficits react counter-cyclically to domestic public debt and inflation changes. However,
when we isolate the discretionary component of the fiscal policy its pro-cyclical bias can be
highlighted. The estimates contribute to understand the preliminary findings and why such a
policy is not enough to impose a sustainable downturn movement on the public debt / GDP
ratio in Brazil over the last years.
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1. Introduction
Concerns with public debt growth have been an important issue in the theoretical and applied
economic literature. Indefinite public debt growth implies social losses such as higher short
term interest rates (Sargent & Wallace, 1981), lower private investments (Blanchard, 2010)
and output and inflation changes (Woodford, 2001).
Since 1999, the Brazilian public sector has adopted fiscal targets for its consolidated primary
results. Their main goal was to create a nominal result flow consistent with the stability of the
net public debt as a proportion of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). However, the current
time series for the Brazilian internal public debt (in relation to GDP) has presented an
apparent pattern of increase (Note 1). For instance, the domestic public debt in Brazil was at
42.5% of the GDP in January 2005, and it increased up to 49.8% in July 2012 (Graph 1), after
fluctuating over time. Indeed, the increase of the Brazilian domestic public debt could be
observed since the beginning of the 90’s, when it was around 14% of the GDP (Giambiagi,
2008).
On the other hand, the trend of this series, such as extracted by applying the Hodrick-Prescott
(HP) filter, shows a smooth decrease since around August 2008. However, this behavior has
to continue for long time if the fiscal authorities’ main objective is to obtain a relation equal
or below that observed at the beginning of this sample. In this analysis, we are keeping the
focus on the sample since January 2005 because it started a period of stability of the inflation
target in Brazil, at 4.5% per year, based on the Broad Consumer Price Index (Note 2).
A ricardian fiscal regime can be defined as one in which the fiscal authority adjusts the
policy instrument in order to off-set public debt changes. In other words, in such a regime
there exists monetary dominancy, that is, the Central Bank is autonomous in making its
monetary policy and not influenced by fiscal requirements. In turn, the autonomy of the
Central Bank is a predictable fact under nominal anchors such as the inflation target regime.
In a non-Ricardian regime, the Central Bank would not commit itself in the future to cover
along with future taxes the new government debt, since some part of the new debt is to be
financed through money. In a Ricardian regime, the opposite would be true, with future fiscal
revenues being expected to pay for current outstanding government liabilities. In other words,
in a Ricardian fiscal regime, primary budget balances are expected to react to government
debt, in order to ensure fiscal solvency.
Leeper (1991) defines this kind of coordination as one in which the fiscal policy is passive
and the monetary policy is active. And why to off-set public debt growth should be a fiscal
and social objective? It is mainly because continuous public debt growth creates a context of
volatile and pessimistic expectations regarding the public sector solvency, thereby causing
higher short term interest rates; moreover, there exists a literature that regards public debt
growth as able to cause real output and inflation effects (Woodford, 2001). Therefore, fiscal
authorities are seeking a relevant social goal when they adjust public spending and taxes—
and then nominal fiscal results—so as to stabilize the public debt.
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Graph 1. Brazilian internal public debt (% of GDP) and HP trend: January 2005-July2012
Source: Own elaboration through data from the Brazilian Central Bank.

A fiscal rule, in turn, is nothing more than a way for avoiding persistence of public debt
growth, by adjusting primary or nominal results counter-cyclically: the higher (lower) the
public debt, the lower (higher) the nominal deficit as a fiscal response, so that the former
presents long term stability. Fiscal rules can also be formulated in order to react to real
income and/or inflation fluctuations as a mechanism for stabilizing macroeconomic dynamics
(Taylor, 2000). Has the Brazilian fiscal authority implemented a fiscal rule as an instrument
for stabilizing domestic public debt or another relevant goal, such as the consumer inflation?
Graph 2 shows the behavior of Brazil’s broad consumer inflation, its HP trend, inflation
targets and nominal fiscal results, from January 2005 to July 2012. These variables were
collected from the Brazilian Central Bank’s database. At least two relevant things can be
noted: on the one hand, in almost all the sample the inflation is higher than its target. On the
other hand, the nominal deficit is positive during all the months, denoting a fiscal policy that
has impacts on domestic public debt and inflation. It is not for surprise that Graph 1 shows an
apparent growth of the domestic public debt since the beginning of this series. Are these
remarks a signal of an inexistence of a fiscal rule in Brazil? Or is it a case of weakness of
such a rule?
This work aims at testing for the hypothesis of a counter-cyclical fiscal rule in Brazil over the
last years. If this hypothesis can be verified then the apparent growth of the domestic public
debt should be regarded much more as a transitory than a structural behavior, and probably
the reversal of this momentum can be accelerated through improving the (real) parameters of
the Brazilian fiscal rule. The empirical strategy is based on the Cointegration and Error
Vector Correction approaches (Engle & Granger, 1987; Johansen & Juselius, 1990; Johansen,
1991) which aims at verifying long and short term empirical relationships among selected
time series.
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Graph 2. Brazil’s broad consumer inflation (%), HP trend, inflation target and nominal fiscal
deficit (% GDP): January 2005-July 2012
Source: Own elaboration through data from the Brazilian Central Bank.

Some recent findings can be summarized with respect to fiscal rules. Studying the role of the
public debt as a channel for monetary policy in Brazil, Pires & Andrade (2009) adopted
quarterly time series from 1996:1 to 2007:2, and applied Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and
Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) as econometric approaches. They assumed a
Brazilian fiscal rule that seeks to react counter-cyclically to output fluctuations: the higher the
output gap the lower the fiscal deficit. However, this fiscal rule was not a direct result of their
estimations, but, as the authors pointed out, an assumption so as to close the whole model.
Following the research of Garcia & Rigobon (2004); Lima et al. (2006) and Simonassi (2007);
De Mendonça et al. (2009) estimated a fiscal reaction function for Brazil during the period
after the Real Plan. They adopted a Markov-Switching approach to deal with the uncertainty
regarding possible fiscal regime changes in this sample. They have obtained results showing
a fiscal regime break after 2000 in Brazil. From 1994 to 1999, there would be a regime in
which the public sector’s primary surplus reacted to public net debt changes, while after 2000
there would be another fiscal regime in which the primary surplus did not react to those
changes. Moreover, they observed that under both the regimes primary surpluses reacted
counter-cyclically to output deviations. However, there were not results demonstrating
Brazil’s fiscal reactions to inflation changes.
Moreira et al. (2011) tested whether the Brazilian fiscal policy for the period between 1995 to
2008 was active or passive. To analyze fiscal policy transmission mechanisms, they estimated
functions by which the public debt/GDP ratio affects investment, primary surplus, output gap
and the demand for money. The ratio of public debt to GDP was found to be statistically
significant, positively affecting the demand for money and the primary surplus, whereas it
was found to negatively affect the level of investment and the output gap. They concluded
that the Brazilian regime was non-Ricardian in the context of fiscal dominancy. Regarding
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fiscal rules, the authors found that an increase of 1% in public debt in relation to GDP was
translated into an increase of 0.023% of primary surpluses as a proportion of GDP; thus, it is
possible to say the authors found results demonstrating the existence of a counter-cyclical
fiscal rule in Brazil, although they have not investigated the quality of this fiscal rule or its
consistency with public debt targets.
In turn, De Mendonça & Machado (2013) used Brazil’s data that comprised the period from
December 2003 to July 2011 (92 observations) through OLS and Generalized Method of
Moments (GMM) as ways for estimating a model that took into account a fiscal credibility
index proposed into the work. They obtained findings demonstrating that the public sector’s
commitment with public debt management is an important way for building fiscal credibility
and that this latter allows a decrease of public bonds indexed to short term interest rates.
Moreover, De Mendonça & Pinton (2013) studied the Brazilian fiscal policy from 2000 to
2010 by applying OLS and GMM methods and pointed out that there was a change of the
fiscal policy conduction after 2007 in Brazil. They have found evidence demonstrating that,
from 2000 to 2007, Brazilian fiscal authorities were searching for credibility so that the fiscal
policy had been implemented cyclical, while since 2007 the latter has become
counter-cyclical in a feasible way, thereby denoting lower fiscal deficits as a response to
higher output levels.
The remainder of this article is structured in the following way: section 2 presents the data
description and the empirical methodology; section 3, in turn, shows the main results and
their analysis. At last, concluding remarks, references and an Appendix are presented in this
order.
2. Data Description and Empirical Strategy
We adopt the following monthly time series for Brazil from January 2005 to July 2012:
ND = the public sector’s nominal financial requirements or simply the nominal deficit—that
includes interest payments—as a proportion of the GDP;
DEB = the domestic or internal public net debt as a proportion of the GDP;
P = the consumer inflation measured by the changes of the Broad Consumer Prices Index.
All these time series can be found and collected in the Brazilian Central Bank’s database
(www.bcb.gov.br). We will analyze the possibility of identifying long and short term
relationships through applying cointegration and error correction model, according to Engle
& Granger (1987); Johansen & Juselius (1990) and Johansen (1991), by trying to verify if
there exists at least one cointegration equation among the variables. The detailed process can
be defined as:
a) apply a Unit Root test (Augmented Dickey-Fuller test) to identify the integration order of
each time series, so that we have conclusions about the viability of using cointegration, given
that the latter requires that at least two variables have the same integration order and at the
maximum order among the group of variables in the model (Campbell & Perron, 1991); b) as
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cointegration is a feasible approach, we will test the optimal lag order of the unrestricted
Vector Auto-Regressive model that gives an important information to define the lag order of
the Vector Error Correction Model; c) identify the optimal specification for the Johansen test;
d) identify how many cointegration equations exist in the VEC model through the Trace and
Maximum Value statistics; e) analyze long term relationships by the cointegration equation(s)
and short term movements by the error correction model; f) try to isolate the discretionary
component of the nominal deficit and compare how such a component respond to public debt
and consumer inflation in comparison with the nominal deficit as a whole.
3. Results
3.1 Nominal Deficits, Internal Public Net Debt and Inflation
The three variables of this work are integrated of first order—I(1)—as the ADF test shows in
Table 1. In such a case coitegration and error correction are feasible approaches for testing
short and long term relationships among the variables. We adopt 01 lag for the Johansen test
because the unrestricted Vector Autoregressive (VAR) model (Table 2) presents 02 lags as an
optimal order. As the Vector Error Correction (VEC) model runs with variables in first
difference we diminish one lag for balancing the loss of freedom. In turn, Table 3
demonstrates the optimal specification for the Johansen test, that is, one with intercept and
without trend in data.
The Trace and Maximum Value statistics have identified only one cointegrating equation for
our time series (Table 4). Indeed, the Trace statistics calls for two cointegrating equations, but
the Maximum Value calls for only one equation. In such a context, we adopt the more
parsimonious specification.

Table 1. Testing the integration order through Augmented Dickey-Fuller approach
Level

First Difference

Variable

t-Statistic

Prob.*

t-Statistic

Prob.*

ND

-2.420877

0.1390

-7.83832

0.0000

DEB

-2.133752

0.2322

-4.17177

0.0001

P

-2.538575

0.1099

-4.8223

0.0000

1% level

-3.5056

1% level

-2.5912

5% level

-2.8943

5% level

-1.9445

10% level

-2.5843

10% level

-1.6144

Critical
Values
Source: Own elaboration.
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Table 2. Identification of the optimal lag for the unrestricted VAR
Lag
0
1
2
3
4
5
Note. (*) Indicates the better option.

AIC
8.760813
0.44269
0.191614*
0.243848
0.357967
0.476885

SC
8.84643
0.785157*
0.790931
1.100016
1.470985
1.846753

HQ
8.79527
0.580517
0.432811*
0.588416
0.805905
1.028193

Source: Own elaboration.

Table 3. Optimal specification of the Johansen cointegration test
Data Trend:
Rank or
No. of CEs

None
None
Linear
Linear
Quadratic
No Intercept
Intercept
Intercept
Intercept
Intercept
No Trend
No Trend
No Trend
Trend
Trend
Akaike Information Criteria by Rank (rows) and Model (columns)
0
0.54333
0.54333
0.58712
0.58712
0.60507
1
0.50670
0.423986*
0.45675
0.47359
0.48098
2
0.53659
0.42653
0.44334
0.48240
0.47698
3
0.66424
0.49551
0.49551
0.55630
0.55630
Schwarz Criteria by Rank (rows) and Model (columns)
0
0.794987*
0.794987*
0.92267
0.92267
1.02450
1
0.926136
0.871381
0.96007
1.00487
1.06819
2
1.123798
1.069655
1.11443
1.20942
1.23196
3
1.419221
1.334378
1.33438
1.47905
1.47905
Note. (*) Indicates the better option.
Source: Own elaboration.

Table 4. Johansen cointegration test: Trace and Maximum Eigenvalue statistics
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)
Hypothesized
Trace
0.05
No. of CE(s)
Eigenvalue
Statistic
Critical Value
None *
0.241676
46.25551
35.19275
At most 1 *
0.143383
21.63417
20.26184
At most 2
0.084528
7.860104
9.164546
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)
Hypothesized
Max-Eigen
0.05
No. of CE(s)
Eigenvalue
Statistic
Critical Value
None *
0.241676
24.62134
22.29962
At most 1
0.143383
13.77406
15.8921
At most 2
0.084528
7.860104
9.164546
Source: Own elaboration.
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In sequence, we estimate the VEC model with 01 lag and with intercept and no trend in data.
Thus, Table 5 presents the estimation for the cointegrating equation, which can be useful in
showing long term relationships for our model. We have applied all the time series in log
form so that an elasticity meaning can be extracted.
Thus, when the Brazilian domestic public debt increases 1%, the nominal deficit decreases
9.5% under the studied sample. This kind of reaction expresses a counter-cyclical behavior of
fiscal flow in Brazil with regard to the public sector’s domestic debt. The results also show a
counter-cyclical nominal deficit regarding inflation. An increase of 1% in the latter comes
jointly with a decrease of 2.5% in the former. These two long term counter-cyclical reactions
have statistical significance at 1% of confidence.

Table 5. Estimation for the cointegrating equation
Cointegrating Equation:
LOG(ND)

1.000
-9.577

LOG(DEB)

(2.157)
[ -4.439]*
-2.561

LOG(P)

(0.471)
[ -5.435]*
42.670

Intercept

(8.829)
[4.832]*

Note. ( ) to standard error, [ ] to t-statistics and * to statistical significance at 1%.
Source: Own elaboration.

We can also observe short term corrections by means of reactions of the times series’ first
difference relating long term disequilibria. These corrections are estimated by the Error
Correction model (Table 6). The domestic public debt is the only variable that adjusts for
long term disequilibria (at 1% of confidence). It means that when the nominal deficit is
higher than its long term equilibrium value, the domestic public debt decreases so as to
correct the cointegrating relationship. However, the velocity of this correction is very low,
given that the debt/GDP ratio decreases only 0.006% per month facing 1% of disequilibrium
in the cointegrating equation. In other words, the full correction requires around 166 months
(or about 13 years) to occur, which is a term without economic meaning for fiscal
adjustments.
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Table 6. Error correction model
Error Correction:

D(LOG(NFSP))

D(LOG(DEB))

D(LOG(P))

ut-1

-0.012702

-0.00648

-0.004612

(0.02271)

(0.00144)

(0.01084)

[-0.55921]

[-4.50667]*

[-0.42558]

Note. “u” to cointegration equation’s residuals; ( ) to standard error, [ ] to t-statistics, D to first difference and *
to statistical significance at 1%.
Source: Own elaboration.

3.2 Considering the Discretionary Component versus Automatic Stabilizers into the Nominal
Deficit
When the nominal deficit reacts to inflation and public debt changes, such a reaction can
occur in part due to the role of the automatic stabilizers, which naturally respond
counter-cyclically to the output dynamics. However, the discretionary or exogenous
component of the nominal deficit is fundamental to evaluate the quality of the fiscal rule
(Taylor, 2000; 2009), because through the behavior of that component we can precisely
identify if the fiscal authorities are really committed for stabilizing public debt or inflation
rates.
The first step to evaluate the behavior of the nominal deficit’s discretionary component is to
measure it. A possible way of measuring such component is by means of a simple regression
that explains the nominal deficits from output changes. In this case, the residuals of this
regression can be regarded as the exogenous or discretionary part of the nominal deficit, that
is, the quantum that is not correlated with output changes over time. Let Y be Brazil’s output
over the studied sample, such that:
NDt = C + Yt + t
Given that  < 0 accounting for automatic stabilizers and C is a constant, the regression’s
disturbances are expressed by , which is our measure of the discretionary component. This
simple regression can be estimated by OLS and its main statistics are reported on Table 7,
using the Brazilian Central Bank’s activity index (Source: Brazilian Central Bank) as a proxy
for output (Y) in monthly basis. The adjusted R2 is 0.248, meaning that around 75% of the
nominal deficits in Brazil have occurred by the fiscal authorities’ discretionary actions or by
exogenous shocks. As Y has unit root in level based on the ADF test, we regress both the
variables (ND & Y) in log-level values and test for cointegration through the Engle &
Granger (1987) approach, i.e. testing for unit root in the residual series. Such test has rejected
this null hypothesis, thereby validating the regression of the Table 7 in log-level values.
Hence, in the presence of an increase of 1% in Brazil’s output there is a reduction of 1.3% in
the nominal deficit, due to the role of the automatic stabilizers.
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Table 7. The role of automatic stabilizers for nominal deficits in Brazil
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C

7.401

1.147

6.451

0.0000

LOG(Y(-1))

-1.313

0.237

-5.544

0.0000

Source: Own elaboration.

3.3 Testing for Different Responses of and ND
In sequence, as a mean for comparison between the responses of ND and facing DEB and P
changes we can specify two unrestricted (short-term) Vector Autoregressive models: the first
one (VAR1), containing ND, DEB and P; and the second one (VAR2), with DEB and P. As
we will perform short-term relationships all the I (1) variables should be used in their first
difference form. With such a method, it will be possible to assess how and D (ND)
comparatively reacts to D (DEB) and D (P) shocks over time.
Both VAR1 and VAR2 have an optimal 01 lag and they do not present residual correlation
based on LM tests (02 and 04 lags). Besides they have parameter stability as shown by the
inverse roots test. To analyze the dynamic relationships among the selected series, we
adopted generalized impulse-response functions (Note 3).
As we can view (Figure 1), D (DEB) positive shocks generate more persistent responses of
the discretionary nominal deficit () in comparison with the nominal deficit as a whole (ND,
which also includes the automatic stabilizer component). While the former presents a positive
response with statistical significance until about the 8th month after the D (DEB) shock, the
latter presents it over less than two months after such a shock.
However, an increase of the nominal deficit as a response to D (DEB) positive shocks means
that fiscal authorities are acting in a pro-cyclical manner, thus making the stabilization of the
internal public debt more difficult to occur.
Hence, when we isolate the role of automatic stabilizers, thereby isolating the discretionary
component, we can note that Brazilian fiscal authorities are more pro-cyclical than the gross
data suggest. That is, the automatic stabilizers contribute to hide some part of the pro-cyclical
discretionary element. In turn, D (P) positive shocks do not impact nominal deficits and
with statistical significance.
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Figure 1. Responses of and ND to Generalized D (DEB) and D (P) shocks
Source: Own elaboration.

4. Concluding Remarks
The Brazilian public sector has a fiscal rule as the cointegrating equation has presented values
that demonstrate counter-cyclical reactions of the nominal deficit to both public debt and
consumer inflation, but such a fiscal rule seems not to be appropriate to stabilize the domestic
public debt in relation to GDP.
Therefore, the trajectory of an increasing domestic public debt in Brazil, from 2005 to 2012,
is based on a weak fiscal rule. The reaction of nominal deficits to debt and inflation changes
is possibly lower than the necessary magnitude to impose a downturn movement on the
domestic public debt. However, the counter-cyclical movements of nominal deficits estimated
in our econometric analysis could be the consequence of fiscal automatic stabilizers and not
of discretionary changes or fiscal impulses. Hence, we aimed at isolating the discretionary
component of nominal deficits and such a component made clear the pro-cyclical spirit of the
Brazilian fiscal policy. As an increase of public debt and inflation has a counterpart in income
expansion, at least in short term, the reduction of nominal deficits into the cointegrating
analysis probably would be due to higher tax revenue, and not to discretionary spending or
budget adjustments.
As we just show above, the Brazilian internal public debt is very rigid in the face of long term
disruptions, given that its short term reaction takes too long time to occur entirely. Moreover,
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the evidence of no short term reaction of nominal deficits to long term disequilibria also
suggests a low flexibility of fiscal conditions in Brazil. It is not for surprise the fact of a
continuous nominal deficit during the studied years. A more flexible fiscal regime would
create nominal surpluses in periods of high GDP growth. The fiscal inertia and the
pro-clyclical discretionary component estimated in this work make more difficult to impose a
sustained downturn trajectory of the domestic public debt.
Possible ways for enhancing the flexibility of fiscal conditions in short term are: i) signaling
targets for primary surpluses or implementing transparent and adjustable targets for nominal
deficits facing debt and inflation changes; ii) systematically announcing targets and
projections for domestic public debt as a proportion of the GDP, thereby contributing with the
public’s expectations regarding fiscal requirements; iii) reducing the amount of public
spending linked by law to specific areas or percentages, that is, increasing the amount of
public spending that federal and local governments can reallocate in Brazil facing social and
economic changes; iv) developing public management strategies that aim at improving
spending efficiency and budget flexibility, thereby allowing nominal result reactions in
association with public debt targets in long term.
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Notes
Note 1. In the current discussion we have considered the internal public net debt and not the
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total public net debt. It is because Brazil’s total public net debt has decreased in the studied
period mainly as consequence of the Central Bank’s foreign currency reserve growth.
However, the public debt dominated in domestic currency e.g. the internal public debt has
increased in the same period. Many Brazilian authorities and analysts have inappropriately
regarded the reduction of the total public net debt as signal of fiscal responsibility in Brazil,
but this assumption does not remain if we look at the debt created in domestic currency. This
latter and not that former is the correct way for analyzing Brazil’s underlying fiscal quality.
Note 2. Hence, this sample avoids problems of changing the inflation target, thereby making
easier to discuss issues of coordination between monetary and fiscal policies.
Note 3. Unlike the conventional method that assumes the Cholesky ordering and it is sensible
to re-ordering of the series (Lutkenpohl, 1991), the generalized impulse-response functions
do not have such sensibility into the VAR (Koop et al., 1996; Pesaran & Shin, 1998) and thus
avoid tests for defining the ordering process of the series
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